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Summary 

Bosnia and Herzegovina is in a very difficult social and economic crisis 
with the tendency to be continued, unless the processes of transition and 
privatization are fastened. Even after eight years of post war period and 
several billion dollars invested into reconstruction and development, the 
economy in Bosnia and Herzegovina has not reached 50% of its 
development before the war. It would probably take a long time until we 
reach the level of the year 1991. Therefore, Bosnia and Herzegovina offers 
very little to young people who cannot wait for a long time to find a job. 
They are leaving their country to earn for bread all over the world. We are 
aware that there is no future without young people.  

In the transition period, the old, state-planned, self-management 
system has been suspended but a new system of market economy has not 
been built so that some temporary and specific laws and rules of behaviour 
have been applied and they are still “valid”. The problem is when those 
laws and rules are convenient for the management in enterprises and for 
influential political groups or individuals to reach their aims and so that 
they are not in a hurry to carry out the transition and privatization 
processes. Through privatization and transition they would lose their 
positions, influence, sources of power and profit. But all individuals and 
whole society lose because of that and so it is necessary and desirable to 
shorten as much as possible the period of transition and remove the causes 
and reasons that slow these processes down. 
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Összefoglaló 
 
Bosznia-Hercegovinában rendkívül nagy társadalmi-gazdasági feszültsé-
gek halmozódtak föl, melyek a jelenlegi tendenciák alapján nem mérsék-
lődnek, hacsak az átalakulás és a privatizáció fel nem gyorsul. A háborút 
követő nyolc éves békés időszak és az újjáépítésre és fejlesztésre elköltött 
több milliárd dollár ellenére sem érte el Bosznia-Hercegovina gazdasága a 
háború előtti fejlettségének 50%-át. Valószínűleg hosszú időt vesz még 
időbe míg elérjük az 1991-es év színvonalát. Emiatt Bosznia-Hercegovina 
nem sokat tud nyújtani a fiataloknak akik nem várhatnak örökké, hogy 
munkához jussanak. Egyre többen hagyják el hazájukat, hogy megélhetést 
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találjanak szerte a világon. Tisztában vagyunk vele, hogy a jövőnk a fiatal 
generáció nélkül elképzelhetetlen. 

Az átalakulás időszakában megszűnt az állami, csakúgy mint a kollek-
tív gazdaságirányítás, de a piacgazdaság rendszere nem épült ki. Ehelyett 
időszakos és speciális törvények és viselkedési minták alakultak ki, melyek 
még mindig „érvényben vannak”. Az igazi probléma az, hogy ezeket a 
törvényeket és mintákat a cégvezetők és a befolyásos politikusok illetve 
politikai csoportok egy része is alkalmazza céljuk elérése érdekében, így 
nem sietnek a társadalmi-gazdasági átalakulás és a privatizációs folyamat 
keresztülvitelével. Ezek végrehajtásával elvesztenék pozícióikat, befolyá-
sukat, hatalmuk és jövedelmük forrásait. Sajnos ezzel minden egyén és az 
egész társadalom rosszul jár, ezért szükséges és kívánatos az átalakulási 
időszak lerövidítése amennyire csak lehetséges és el kell távolítani azokat 
az okokat és érdekeket, melyek ezt a folyamatot lelassítják. 
 

1. Introduction 

The following table (table 1) shows present and future economic situation 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, according to the estimates of the competent 
authority bodies.  

Table 1. 
Data on economic development in B-H 

Indicators of 
development 1991 2000 2002 2005 2005/1991 

(%) 
GDP (Billion$) 7 3 3,4 4,65 67,6 
GDP per capita 2.150 1.375 1.500 1.860 74 
Employed (1000) 631 411 470 576 91,3 
Salaries in KM 438  413 472 580 132 
Export(million$) 1.471 675 938 1.545 109 
Import(million$) 1.120 2.290 1.165 2.530 226 

Obviously, the situation is not good and can be defined as bad or very 
bad as even ten years after the war it is not foreseen to reach the pre war- 
level of development. Of course, in the year 2005 the situation in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina may be better but, unfortunately, it also may be worse 
than planned. A great number of non-privatized firms do not work at all. 
Nevertheless, the firms in operation do their business according to the 
principles and criteria completely different from the market criteria in the 
countries with developed market economy. In present situation, 
management does not accomplish role and aim needed in the process of 
transitions and privatizations. The management is incapable to perform 
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the tasks, showing the lack of interests, having no responsibility for the 
implementation of these processes.  
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2. Role and assignments of the management in transition  

First and main assignment of management is to provide successful 
performance of a firm.  From socio- economic point of view, the role and 
tasks of management in transition will contain: designing and 
implementation of the strategy of efficient transition of non-privatized 
firms, successful performance in the period of transition in order to 
“survive” and creation of good positions for successful business in post-
transitional period, according to international market criteria. 

2.1. Management in private enterprises 

There are more than 30 000 private firms and other private institutions in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Their participation in GDP is 35% and in 
employment 48%. They mostly deal with trade and other non-productive 
sectors. They hardly export anything but natural raw materials. Among 
them there are a relatively small number of very big firms with huge 
capital. Most of them can hardly maintain its activities and they are only 
surviving. They do not have any influence on privatization of non-
privatized firms. 93% of the investigated enterprises prefer working with 
state rather than private firms. In 91% of the cases the reason is better 
profit rather than business with private firms. 87% investigated said that 
the reason was safer payment of liabilities. The elements of economic 
criminal have not been investigated. We cannot claim that such criminal 
actions exist in the performance of state-owned and private firms, but it 
cannot be excluded. Management is oriented to present business results 
and they are not interested in future at all. The firms deal mostly with 
import, but only 3% of the investigated firms from the sector of 
production are considering the export program. They behave logically, 
using all potentials of the present situation, “the existing market” to reach 
their business aims. They can do all which their moral and ethical 
principles allow them to do. They search for any possibility for a fast 
profit, deal with “grey economy”, trying to avoid tax paying and other 
liabilities. No doubt that a certain number of firms and their owners have 
become rich because they do not pay liabilities. Their wealth is related 
with negative connotations and it is considered a sin, which is not good as 
it may obstruct economic development. It is not stimulant to those people 
who achieve good business results according to international market 
standards.  
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2.2. Management in state enterprises 

Management in state enterprises consists of the management in non-
privatized state enterprises that have to be privatized and public 
enterprises where some will remain their status after privatization. Out of 
total 1 254 enterprises in the FB-H, with estimated capital in the amount of 
19.3 billion very few have been privatized. There are 84 big enterprises 
having 60% of total estimated capital on their disposal. None has been 
privatized so far. Non-privatized enterprises participate in the GDP with 
65%. They participate in employment with 52%. The management of 
these enterprises is responsible to the Steering boards appointed on the 
part of state authority bodies. They hardly have any responsibility, except 
moral one for successful current performance of the firm. Management is 
not encouraged to obtain better business results and they will not be 
awarded as management in private firms. But they will not have negative 
consequences in case their firm is not successful. The management cannot 
consider the future of the enterprises those issues are reserved for future 
owners, who will not keep the existing management upon taking over the 
enterprise. In terms of privatization of the enterprise, the existing 
management has no responsibility for that process. The existing 
management is interested in it, in case they can make advantage of 
privatization. So according to their personal interests they influence 
slowing or fastening of the process. If opposite, the management is more 
interested in keeping “status quo”. Therefore, the management of these 
enterprises has negative reputation in public. In case management is 
engaged and supports the privatization process, 91% of the investigated 
firms think that they do it because of their personal interests-they will 
become co-owners in the firm or the new owner will pay them for their 
present engagement. In case management do not support the privatization 
process and do not fasten it, according to public opinion, they do not do it 
because it is inconvenient for them (87%), or they wait for lower prices so 
that they or their friends can privatize an enterprise by low prices (62%). 
As nobody wants to give loans to state-owned, non-privatized enterprises 
until they become privatized, obviously they are not able to do business 
successfully in the present situation. They have no chances in the future 
until the privatization is implemented. The situation is slightly different 
with public enterprises being able to get loans, with state guarantees, but 
the management in those enterprises behaves almost identically as in state-
owned, non-privatized enterprises. They want to keep the present status 
not to lose their power and the positions they have. 

2.3. Is management capable to achieve their assignments?  

In terms of realization of current business results in private enterprises 
management is more stimulated to obtain good business results and have 
more financial responsibility. In non-privatized enterprises, management 
is less interested in obtaining good results in business since they will be less 
awarded than in private enterprises, and the responsibility for the 
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performance is only moral. In post-transitional period, there are almost no 
differences in the behaviour of the managements taking into account the 
aspect of creation good positions for successful business. In private 
enterprises, 97% have said that they are not thinking about future: they 
are interested in the present and the opportunities they have now. In non-
privatized enterprises, management is not considering these issues at all 
aware that future owners will decide on it. In terms of the implementation 
of the privatization process, also there are no differences in the behaviour 
of managements in private and state-owned enterprises. They have neither 
responsibility nor interest so the conclusion is that they are more 
interested in continuing present status than in changing it. No doubt the 
management in enterprises in Bosnia and Herzegovina is incapable to 
carry out the tasks in the transition period; management is not interested 
in it and have no responsibility for it. These are the reasons why the 
situation has to be changed urgently. The process of privatization and the 
process of transition have to be fastened. The authorities have to fulfil this 
assignment (mission) in order to build up democratic society and market 
economy. 

3. What slows privatisation? 

There are a number of reasons that slow the process of privatization. In 
some cases the reason wrong supposition that the transition is possible 
without privatization but also there is a fear of changes and uncertainty 
that the changes will bring. The mistakes and failures that have been made 
so far in terms of privatization are also used as reasons why “the haste is 
not necessary” in those processes. But still, the main reason for slowing the 
process of privatization is that the existing situation suits the influential 
groups and individuals who have state funds and property at their disposal 
and so they do not want to lose their positions and power. Even 
undeveloped social and economic system is suitable for them since they are 
allowed to do whatever they like being protected by the politically 
powerful individuals or whole parties. Privatization is a pre-requisite for 
transition since it is not possible to introduce private economy with the 
domination of the state-owned enterprises and in the process of 
privatization more attention should be paid to economic development than 
to social attitudes. Non-privatized enterprises should not be awarded 
according to a key of social justice, which would mean an ideal division of 
poverty useful to nobody. Also it should not be given to the individuals 
who do not care for business, but are interested in re-sale of the property 
of those enterprises. The best would be obtained in case those non-
privatized enterprises would be handed to businessmen who will offer 
market acceptable programs of survival and development of the 
enterprises and guarantee safe employment.  
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4. Conclusion 

Transition and privatization processes should be maximally fastened to 
enable the domination of private ownership and free entrepreneurship, 
termination of state enterprises, elimination of “grey” economy and 
prevention of the practice of avoiding liabilities payment. These are the 
pre-requisites for creating the conditions where the success of the 
management will be measured according to international criteria of 
market competitiveness and without illegal employment. Under such 
circumstances, the wealth of the firms and individuals will be a symbol of 
success, capability and competitiveness but not of incorrectness, greed and 
“sin”. These processes should be created and implemented by the leaders 
of state authority bodies who have done nothing but verbal declaration on 
those issues.  
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